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Abstract
Performance and behavioural properties of markets in patents are studied using a contract with a
two-part tariff (fixed fee and royalty) on patented technology with limited validity and random
values, in an economic experiment. Performance doubles when demand side bidding is introduced
for both tariffs, resulting in gains from trade, compared with supply side take-it-or-leave-it offers.
This departs from the hierarchical view of (Arrow, 1962), where the invention and innovation
takes place in the same firm, eliminating any gains from trade in the analysis. An informal theory
is proposed, based on insurance of market access, and tested. The sustained prices support the
hypothesis that fixed fee = blocking value, thus supports rational expectations according to Muth
under conditions of demand-side bidding in both tariffs. Understanding nature then drives
demand for science (North, 1981). What made productivity grow in Europe may therefore have
been the patent system by increasing growth in economically useful technology through a producer
market.
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1. Introduction
The patent system opened for a market in economically useful technical ideas
some 550 years ago2. Coordination of inventive and innovative activity in a
market with prices was made possible, complementing coordination in a
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practice that is contested and appears to be reduced again, in recent years, back towards
technical ideas.
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hierarchy (firm, joint venture and the like) through trade secrets, by awarding
temporal intellectual property right (IPR) assets to new, inventive and useful
technical ideas in exchange for public disclosure of the idea3. Such coordination
has the potential to be more performing, promising gains from trade between
specialized actors (inventors, innovators, and intermediary traders) and social
exchange of more state-of-the-art inventions, previously protected with secrecy,
increasing the growth rate in economically useful technology4. Economic
analysis almost exclusively treat inventing and innovating as integral parts of a
same hierarchy, in particular in Arrow (1962) and Schumpeter (1934), a
personal exchange view, which focuses on the product or service using the new
technology not explicitly the value of the patented technology per se, in its own
rights, as a tradable, licensable, enforceable IPR asset across the whole economic
system, excluding potential gains from (a more competitive) impersonal
exchange in patented technology. Such analysis in a hierarchy may
underestimate the economic value of a patent system by not taking into account
the dynamic value (broader risk sharing, allocation, signalling, arbitrage, etc.)
made possible by including specialized actors through the patent systems5
interacting by means of market institutions.
The allocation of risk changes in an economic system including such a
producer market in (patented) technology to potentially a more effective risk
sharing among more actors, reducing the systemic risk, giving incentives of
further investing in new technology, and thereby economic growth. The study
addresses the contribution of the patent system, based on its principles and
practices, as an institution that structures economic organization (whether for
products or process patents; products or services). Traditionally, economic
analysis mainly addresses process patents, or marginal, cost-cutting inventions,
not product patents that may add new competitive features.
The contract traded on the patented technology has a two-part tariff (a
periodic fixed fee and royalty on revenues) to differentiate between “risk” and
“uncertainty”6. An informal price theory based on short-term and long-term
In the European tradition patent are awarded for technical solutions (technology) that are new,
has an inventive step and industrial applicability. In the US patens are awarded for new, nonobvious and useful technology and also non-technology (contested practice). Most systems
follow the European tradition on technology. Patents give excluding use rights to the claimed
technology (or non-technology), are transferrable, and licensable with mutual consent, i.e. create
a tradable asset. The exchange of rights for disclosure of the idea with the state – teaching the
world about it – created an increased competition in technology, as inventors now shared some
of their previous trade secrets, making the state-of-the-art available as inspiration for further
inventions, and after the patent period (from 0 to 30 years; average economic life 6-7 years
today) becoming accessible in the public domain, broadening the access to previously privately
held technology (“spill-over”).
4 A thesis proposed here is that this dynamism of disclosure (of previously held trade secrets)
and incentives to trade (temporal assets in exchange for the disclosure) created a more dynamic
economic system. The demand for new knowledge, science, emanated from reduced returns on
extant technology (due to productivity, market access, access to skilled labor, access to engineers,
etc.). Thus demand for more competitive technology  investments in science.
5 Economic growth relies ultimately on technology that increases productivity. Efficient markets
in patented technology may therefore increase the growth in economically useful technology and
thereby the economy.
6 Risk is here used for outcomes to which there is a reasonably known distribution, such as the
value of a proven patented technology used in products and services in a market, and uncertainty
where it is impossible to assess such a distribution a priori, such as the value of a new
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market access (for products and services) is discussed as basis for the rationale
of this contract. The type of contract is also common in many natural markets.
(See work by Coase (1990), Williamson (1979), Stiglitz (1974) and Tirole et. al.
on linear contracts (1987).) The distinction is made as new state-of-the-art is
“uncertain”, as future human creativity can be seen as infinite, where as statesof-nature appears closer to “risk” as nature can be seen as following certain laws
of nature allowing probability distributions to be estimated. In a sense, human
creativity ameliorates on nature7. However, in (neo-classical and game theory)
economics, strategy against nature and people are commonly treated as the
same (Aumann, 2004; Aumann and Dreze, 2009).
The contract then can be seen as “insurance” against irreversible loss of
sales (revenues) in the short and long run. In the short run – when probability
distributions can be determined with some accuracy, i.e. patents are simply
“risky” – it is similar to carrying an inventory of products. Such inventory holding
is formally similar to insurance (Smith, 1968), a similarity that creates a rationale
for paying a fixed fee on patents’ short term market access value (blocking). The
optimal patent licensing contract in economic theory appears to be that of a pure
royalty (Kamien and Tauman, 1986) (Katz and Shapiro, 1984) when negotiating
with an innovator facing a monopoly demand. In the long run, they provide the
assets for new products and services. However, these static models don’t appear
to take into consideration the competitive nature of technology markets,
assuming no alternatives to the technology licensed (other technology, lower
costs, blocking, etc.) or assuming that strategies (as in game theory) are the same
against nature and people.
The contract on patents can be seen as a bundle of rights – not simply one
idea – following the definition of property rights by Coase (1960). In
Williamson’s terms, a transition from “relational” to “classical” (market
governance) contracting (1979). Finally, Plant contended that the patent system
“lacks theoretical economic principle”, simply “creating scarcity” (1934), but the
principle of trade is here “introduced” to the analysis, giving the patent system
the most fundamental economic principle, viewing it as a trade system.
The study examines the performance and behavioural properties of design
impersonal markets on patents in a controlled laboratory experiment, a producer
market in IPR, using an environment based on the principles and practices of the
patent system.
A hypothesis on prices is tested, based on the informal price theory for
the two-part tariff licensing contract on patents, suggesting that the blocking and
investment values will be divided among the tariffs (fixed fee and royalty)
according to their riskiness (blocking being less risky than investing). Finally a
robustness test is made for the investigated mechanisms on price discovery for
high and low value technology.

technology. The approach in Arrow (1962) appears to be risk, not uncertainty, including the use
of Arrow-Debreu securities to resolve risk by betting on states-of-nature (with some “known”
probability distribution).
7 Technology can be seen as the “use of nature’s forces for the good of man” (conversation with
EPO’s U. Schatz, former head of legal and international matters) or as ”human command over
nature” (North, 1981).
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This first experiment of two8 investigates an environment with one
inventor, 1-2 intermediary traders, invest and block use by 8-10 competing
innovators from two “industries”, trading a contract with the two-part tariff on
uncertain patent rights having uncertain values for blocking and investing, in a
design with three (auction) market mechanisms with increased demand side
bidding messaging space (“language”) and strong/weak patents. The induced
values are given as a range to the subjects, and resolved by a random draw from
a uniform distribution when the contracted patented technology is used (either
to block or invest), i.e. after it is sold, traded and bought for the negotiated price.
Each contact is traded/used for 3 periods and 20-30 rounds are run in each
treatment.
The purpose of the study was threefold: (i) studying pricing strategies of
uncertain “blocking” and “investing” value with respect to the fixed fee and
royalty, testing the informal price theory, (ii) compare the institutional
performance of simultaneous demand side bidding language (in both fixed fee
and royalty or royalty-only with reservation price on fixed fee) in the design
markets with a more sequential bidding (accept/reject) common in natural
markets, and (iii) compare economic performance given an environment of high
and low patent validity (as assets). In (i) attempt to distinguish pricing between
rational expectations according to Muth (REM), in relation to proposed theory
and Nash (REN), based on only sustained trading patterns. In (ii) and (iii) also
characterize behavioural properties with respect to propensity to: (a) price
different technology values consistently differently/in line with proposed theory
(a robustness test); (b) propensity to block/invest; (c) to trade/re-trade, for the
institutional and environmental designs.
Before discussing the design of the institutional and legal environment to
address these questions, I briefly state the principal findings: (i) realized prices
support the informal theory (that a fixed fee aught to be paid for the “blocking”
value and remaining “investment” value in the royalty by rational buyers) when
buyers can express their bids in both dimensions and simultaneously (REM
supported), (ii) institutional performance (as measured by system surplus)
doubles when demand side bidding is allowed in two dimensions (compared to
the more sequential accept/reject institution), (iii) high validity patents double
performance, by making now less uncertain “invest” use a preferred option over
inherently less risky “block” use, compared to low validity patents.
The price mechanism may potentially direct scientific research
(knowledge) needed in further advancing technology based on the explicit
demand for new technology, suggesting: demand for technology  demand for
science. This differs sharply from the more common view that general
investment in basic science produces economically useful technology. Krugman
contents that such supply side policy may “only results in overcapacity and
disappointment” (1985, 1990). However, North suggests there is such a
relationship in that “science can be seen as a derived demand for technology”
(1981, p. ). The contention here is that viewing the patent system as a trade
system provides a mechanism to explain the relationship and, indicated by the
A second experiment, reported elsewhere, uses the same basic environment, to investigate the
selection process of investments in inventions – coordinating investment decisions by inventors
who can choose between different technology areas – motivated by price alone.
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experimental results, the much higher growth of technology in the West (where
the patent system was first invented).
Given these experimental findings, an economic organization supporting
trade in ideas appears to be central to growth in technology and thereby
economic growth. As the patent systems have essentially become global today,
an important economic development policy implication appears to be facilitating
a North-South exchange in technology.
In the next section I will outline the experimental design and its
considerations, then continue with experimental results and hypothesis testing,
concluding with a discussion of results and a short policy discussion.
2. Pricing and trading a patent: Contract, trade system design principles
and software design
A contract on a “patent” is used in the experimental market is a “security” (a retradable asset, creating an impersonal asset market) with the two-part tariff: a
fixed fee for holding the contract and a royalty paid for sales (revenues) on
products or services for using the patented technology. The trading system – the
institutional and economic environment – is based on commonly used principles
and practices of patent systems. The software used to implement the trading
system is a specially designed computerized trading platform, including a wide
range of treatment options for this and other experiments.
Theoretical prices of the two-part tariff contract
At the core of the patent market is a tradable licensing contract on
patented technical ideas (could be part of a claim or many patents), limited to
one and two fields-of-use9, which gives the holder the right (not obligation) to
use the technology in developing and producing new, competitive product and
service innovations, or not use it, simply holding on to the contract. These usages,
here called “invest” and “block”, and are common strategic usages of a patent
right in natural markets. The investment use gives the holder the right to use the
technology to compete in the product and service markets, with better
performance (product patents10 for competitive features for the user of the
product/service) or productivity (process patents for own productivity
enhancement), in both cases potentially increasing the productivity of the
economic system as a whole. The blocking use allows the holder to “sit on” the
technology, blocking others from using it (allowing the holder to time
introduction of new products and services, depreciate production assets, or
block anyone from research) giving strong incentives to “invent around”
strategies using other, new technology.

Licensing contracts are an art in itself. They are often created for a certain number of fields-ofus, geographic areas (markets) and a limited period (which can be patent life). Here a
“standardized” contract is used for all trades.
10 Patents are generally awarded for either a use in a product or a process to produce a
product/service.
9
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The processes of investing and blocking differ considerably in terms of
their economic risk and uncertainty11. Blocking new technology means relying
on currently used technologies, which is less risky (and potentially less
competitive) than developing, marketing, selling, using, re-using, recycling, as
you have a “market price” (=value) of current products and services. The value of
new technology is practically impossible to assess up front (some assessments
can be made but the full value is uncertain until the technology is tried, often
many times, through experimenting in the market). This suggests that a
probability distribution for risks from blocking can be estimated, and sold
off/mitigated, whereas a probability distribution for the uncertainties from
investing cannot, and instead have to be managed by people and systems
(Ullberg et al., 2002). The view here is that the market access risk in the short
term can be considered a risk and in the long term uncertain. The first definition
is consistent with neo-classical economics’ use of the term, needed to make
rational decisions. The risk can be valued and transferring is possible. This use
“insures” market access for firms in the short term from irreversible loss of sales,
which is formally similar to insurance. See (Smith, 1968) for optimal insurance
coverage where inventory holding to “insure” against irreversible loss of sales is
shown to be formally similar to insurance. This suggests that a fixed fee would be
paid for the blocking value, as the risk for loss of sales can be estimated12.
Uncertainty does not allow you to assess risk up-front thus the only contracts
you can rationally construct are based on risk sharing, i.e. sharing in the future
sales once they are known. These two dimensions then have to be solved in a
pricing system for patents.
A pricing system has to solve “two main problems” (Coase, 1990, p.7980): optimal distribution of income, an essentially ethical problem, an the
principles under which prices should be determined. The first principle is that
whatever the use of a factor (in this case the patented technology), agents have
to pay the same price to be able to choose rationally the use in which they prefer
a factor to be employed and, secondly, that all agents pay the same price. A
contract on patents, which allows making rational decisions on price, would thus
combine both risk and uncertainty. What appears to satisfy these conditions is
the two-part tariff contract with a fixed fee and a royalty component; separating
risk and uncertainty in risk transfer and risk sharing giving buyers and seller the
possibility to choose rationally between usages, including “block”, “invest” and
“trade”. The second principle requires a mechanism that allows the factor to go

Using new technology in new products and service means developing (engineering, designing,
testing), marketing, selling, using, re-using and recycling processes have to be created, involves
considerable inventive, engineering, marketing skills including often multiple testing to discover
what people are willing to pay for, the proper business model (product, service, finance,
insurance, etc.).
12 In stock price evaluation, analysis are typically skilled to estimate for example next quarter
sales of cellphones, or other products, often within a few percentage points. This is then used to
price the stock. When it comes to valuing new product sales, or a new technology they are much
less skilled, as there is no or little cash flow yet (for example the low-power consumption Intel
technology that was initially written off as not maximizing earnings by analysis). The point here
that the sales of products and services based on current technology is pretty good, thus the value
to block others from using it can be fairly well estimated and considered a risk for which a
probability distribution can be assessed.
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to the highest bidder (realizing that there are “two” prices, one for the fixed fee
and one for the royalty).
The practice of licensing contracts is quite similar. About half of all
contracts contain a fixed fee and all contain royalty13. In cross licensing (where
large portfolios, or tranches of such portfolios are made available), a net value is
often negotiated in terms of a fixed fee. This is based on patents with proven
value in the product and service market, i.e. a “risk” can be assessed. The
patented technology that is licensed is often a bundle of patents or whole
portfolios of 1000:ds of patents. However, in the literature on optimal patent
licensing contracts (Kamien and Tauman, 1986)(Katz and Shapiro, 1984) using a
non-competitive environment, a royalty only formula is found ideal (presumably
in a non-competitive environment no-one wants to accept a risk transfer by
paying a fixed fee). Based on this informal theory and observed practice it
appears that a two-part tariff contract is important when analysing design
markets in patents.
In conclusion, this informal price theory suggests that the patent’s (short
term) blocking value is formally similar to insurance, a market access risk for
which a probability distribution can be created, and thus allows a (rational
decision on) risk transfer for a fixed fee. The patent’s (long term) investment
value has genuine entrepreneurial uncertainty that is best shared and cleared
only when sales (revenues) are known. A pricing system could then be based on
a two-part tariff contract, with a fixed fee and a royalty component, which gives
agents the possibility to make rational decisions on risk and uncertainty in value
of using the patented technology. An institutional trading framework requires
simultaneous bidding in both these dimensions for allocation to the highest
value user (as block and invest are in “competition”), meeting the second criteria
of a pricing system. Validity of the patents is variable, an important argument for
distinguishing between state-of-nature (fixed laws of nature) and state-of-the-art
(unlimited human creativity) in economic analysis.
The trading system
The institutional mechanisms investigate the performance and
behavioural properties of demand side bidding using the two-part tariff contract.
This allows, among other things, allocation to the highest bidder to be observed,
testing for the second price system criteria. As no theory yet exists that can
inform on the optimal pricing system for the two-part tariff (or a fix price), we
are limited to comparing institutional performance and behaviour with respect
to efficiency outcomes. A comparison is done for increasing message space
(language) in demand side bidding in none, one (royalty) or both tariffs. The
supply side always asks both in fixed fee and royalty. With this system, we can
thus (i) evaluate prices for the two-part tariff and (ii) compare the performance

13

Data obtained courtesy of RoyaltyStat LLC, which holds a database of 8000+ licensing
contracts with 3000 patent licensing contracts, indicates that only 50% of contracts have a fixed
component. 12% have milestone payments, 24% a lump sum payment, and 13% a minimum
payment. A serial inventor from Sweden contended that they ideally want an annual fixed fee
with the royalty do induce the buyers to invest in their technology. However, it has increasingly
become more difficult to obtain the fixed fee in the last decades.
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and behavioural properties of bidding in “risk” and “uncertainty” or both, i.e.
study how the values of block and invest are priced given the message space.
Krugman (1990) contends that supply side investments by governments
in high tech (i.e. research, development) may “only lead to overcapacity and
disappointment”. Such a sequential approach is virtually impossible as the
selection process is too complex. Simultaneous demand side bidding on patents
signals to inventors which technology to invest in, solving an selection problem,
and is therefore an important topic to study.
What matters for using the patented technology is naturally the legal
validity of this intellectual property asset. This feature, that assets are not firm, is
often the case in patents. Technologies may be very close, and patents therefore
not excluding or even valid upon re-examination or upheld when enforced in
court. A probability is assigned to the patent such that its validity can be varied.
Several pilot runs were used to fine-tune the parameters due to the
complexity of the experiment, a common practice in complex experimental
environments. When doing the pilot tests systematic overbidding occurred by
some agents (which was allowed in order not to impose rationality on subjects).
The solution to this turned out to be introducing a bankruptcy rule immediately
resulting in restraint in bidding behaviour and a functioning market. These
incentives also give high parallelism with firms trading in natural environments.
All-in-all the design appears to include basic choices what natural agents can do.
The software
A special software for the trading system was designed including on these
principles and practices. An system overview is documented in (Ullberg, 2009).
The software is designed for a dynamic experiment, i.e. the flow of the
experiment is endogenous, given the agents decisions at various points in the
experiment. The non-deterministic flow was solved by a state-machine model,
where the outcome of a state, for example who wins a contract in an auction,
determines the next state, for example splitting contracts by a trade, giving input
parameters to that state, thus the social and economic dynamism control the
flow, not the experimenter. This experiment is likely the first such experiment on
patent markets. To control the general flow, the experiment is run in rounds, as
in a repeated invention process, each round having three periods when the
contract is used (“block”, “invest”, “trade”). Thus the software mimics the
invention process, trading process and using process. The software can be
configured for public bidding using a range of institutional mechanisms, patent
validity, induced individual values for blocking and investing and a varied
number of demand side bidding agents. A number of costs can be set such as
inventing, contract writing, trading, investment, variable manufacturing, and resell cost, so increase parallelism to natural markets.
The value sets are drawn from natural markets, such as patent validity
levels in different jurisdictions, blocking and investment value ranges, and cost
structure. Some values are set for experimental flow control, such as timer for
negotiation, bankruptcy rules, capital endowment level (“buffer” against
bankruptcy), secondary market and number of rounds.
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Given the complexity of the experiment, a software was developed and
pilot test was first run, testing the principle of the two-part tariff design (not
reported). Learning from that test, a second software was developed and pilot
test was run (not reported) to test the dynamics of the trading system with
inventor, trader and user agents. The software used here was then developed in
full and adapted from the session perspective.
State-of-the art and the design system
One can view the separation of risk and uncertainty as a way to
distinguish between states-of-nature, i.g. “it will rain tomorrow”, and state-ofthe-art, i.e. human creativity in inventing a new energy technology tomorrow.
The former follows (predictable) laws of nature, and a probability distribution
can be created, making rational decisions on risk possible; the second is a result
of human creativity, and given that there are 7b people of which a (rare)
percentage are inventors, is uncertain, making a risk assessment impossible,
limiting contracting to risk sharing.
This departs from Arrow (1962), where risk related to information is
resolved in separate markets of Arrow-Debreu securities (1952, p. 195) for each
state-of-nature, relying on the systematic performance of nature (according to
nature’s laws) allowing distributions on risks to be assessed, but appears to
exclude genuine uncertainty such as in human creativity. It also departs from
Aumann et al (2004) where strategic games against nature and people are
equated. Instead technology, “human command over nature” (North, 1981), is
viewed as state-of-the-art where creativity (a fundamental human characteristic)
ameliorates the return on nature through technical solutions that never existed
before, thus genuinely uncertain ex ante.
3. The patent market mechanisms, environment and experimental flow
Three trading procedures are employed in this study in environments of
high and low validity patents. The mechanisms are enhanced versions of muchstudied single tariff contracts for posted offer and double-auction markets,
adopted for the two-part tariff.
Agents involved in the trading are: 1 inventor (seller), 1-2 intermediary
traders (seller/buyer) and 8-10 innovators (buyers, users, re-sellers) split in two
non-competing industries “A” and “B”. A schematic flow of the experiment is
documented in figure 1.
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Figure 1: A state-machine diagram describing the endogenous experimental flow.
The inventor invents a “technology” useful for industry A and B and issues
a single contract, that can be chosen to be of either “quality” or “standard” type,
and is auctioned off using the mechanisms. If the contract is of standard type,
only the innovators are buyers, and only one winner can use the contract (either
for A or B use). If the contract is of quality type (which is what good patent
lawyers try to write), then traders and innovators can be buyers. If the trader
wins the contract, then he can “split” the contract in two contracts: one for
industry A use and on for industry B use, and subsequently sell the two contracts
to innovators in A and B industries respectively, “doubling” the use of the same
technology. The inventor has to invest twice the cost for a standard contract to
create the quality contract (to pay the good lawyer) but has the upside of a
higher fees and royalties if the contact is bought by a trader and then innovator A
+ B. The innovator(s) who have won the contract can now use it to block or
invest for three periods. Induced values are given as a range (to indicate
risk/”uncertainty”) and resolved by a uniform random distribution at the end of
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each period14. Blocking means earning profits from extant products, whereas
investing (which is a cost) results in new products that may be more profitable
in the end (expressed by the values). The innovator can also re-trade the
contract in a secondary market, at a fixed fee and in a standard double-auction,
to another innovators who can use the contract (the contract has to be usable for
the buyer’s industry, A or B). At the end of each period, profits are calculated for
each agent. For calculation purposes, there is a cost of capital applied to
revenues from the contract that is the highest for inventor, then trader and
finally innovator, comparable to natural markets discounting of cash flows (as in
NPV calculations). After three periods a new round starts. About 20-30 rounds /
session were used to collect data for analysis. After 2-3 rounds the roles were
rotated among the subjects, which is typically what happens in natural markets
as people change jobs, creating an understanding of the profit incentives of each
role. Given the complexity of the trading system a number of training sessions
were held prior to the start of the experiment. Users were randomly selected
from a pool of students and those who after 3-4 training sessions were able to
make profits as inventor and innovator were selected for data sessions. The
trader role turned out to be so difficult (but also very profitable) that not
everyone managed to earn a profit during training sessions.
Agents in their respective role can see their private blocking and
investment values expressed as ranges, for each of the three periods, their
holdings of contract (one for inventor and innovator and three for traders),
profits and total capital. All agents can see the public bidding and price
information, indicating the contract use (AB, A or B) and ranked as highest bid
and lowest ask. See figure 2.
The message space for bidding is different for the sellers and buyers.
Sellers always ask in both fix and royalty. In PO (posted offer), sellers can
ameliorate their ask by reducing their ask in one or both dimensions and buyers
can only accept or reject that ask. In DA1 (double auction 1), the sellers can
reduce their ask in one or both of the dimensions and the buyers can increase
one or both dimensions. In DA2 (double auction 2), the seller asks a reservation
price for the fixed fee and can then reduce only the royalty and the buyers can
only increase their royalty bid (they cannot bid any lower than the reservation
price for fixed fee, but they can theoretically bid higher). The design thus
expands on the message space for demand side bidding, starting with a
mechanism close to naturally observed markets, which are often sequential
(buyers go to one seller after the other), to both dimensions in the two-tariff
contract.

14

The range is considerably broader for invest than block use and inventors (closest to
the product/service market) have the narrowest range, traders (”industry analysts”)
have a broader range and inventors (furthest away from market) a very broad range.
This simulates the difference in risk and uncertainty from blocking and investing as well
as the closeness to the product/service markets. The value ranges are ranked so that
there is always one highest value holder, to test for allocation.
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Figure 2. Trading screens for inventor, trader and innovator roles were
developed. Shown here is the innovator screen.
At the beginning of the experiment, each agent receives a capital
endowment (the cushion to protect from bankruptcy). An agent’s earnings are
accumulated given the profits made from each invention, trade and block/invest
use of the contract. At the end of the experiment the participants are paid a
fraction of their profits made in each role (as the roles are different in difficulty,
different exchange rates are used for each role) plus a show-up fee. If anyone has
gone bankrupt, no fees will be paid, including the show-up fee.
The traders are informed about the experiment through instructions and
a verbal walk-through of the screens, and the mentioned trial sessions.
The value set is designed such that if an AB contract is split, i.e. bought by
a trader who then issues an A and a B contract, then the value set for the B
contract is the same as the AB contract but the value set for the A contract is
about 50% of the B contract. This is done to be able to distinguish between
pricing of “high value” and “low value” technology usage. A second value set was
specially designed for a “robustness test”15 where the B contract’s values were
randomly altered, between rounds, between the standard B values and, a higher,
B+ value set. This test turned out to be very useful in revealing behavioural
properties of the institutional mechanisms.
4. Overview of design parameters, performance and behavioural
properties of markets
24 experimental sessions are reported using the design parameters listed in
Table 1. The institutional and economic environment was varied combining 3
15

The idea to include a robustness test was suggested by Prof. S. Rassenti at GMU.
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institutions (DA-1, DA-2, PO) with 2 validity levels (38%, 93%) and consisting of
1 inventor agent, 1 intermediary trader agent and 6-8 innovator agents, split
between industry A and B. The design was a 3 x 2 design (numbered 1-6) with
contract values expressed in ranges for blocking and investing, for the contract
types AB, A, B, and B+,- for the robustness test. The AB standard contract and AB
quality contract types had the same values with the difference that the quality
contract could be split by the trader (if purchased by the trader). The cost
structure (issue, use, capital cost, etc.) was as indicated in table 1. All subjects
had previously participated in 3-4 training sessions prior to data collection.
Early sessions informed later in terms of useful value sets to best
investigate the complex trading system and new flow and screen design features
were implemented based on participant feedback as well as trading behaviour of
subjects. For example, a timer was introduced to limit negotiation time in each
auction. This appears not to have affect trading patterns but shortened the total
session time. Once the basic trading behaviour was better known, more focused
and simplified sessions were run. This historic (sequential) approach allows the
reader to first get a broader understanding of the dynamics of the trading system
and then to focus on more on differences in behaviour between treatments.
Although the graphs may look “noisy” at first glance, the time graphs reveals that
prices converge rather quickly, and the empirical section reveals “stable”
characteristics of each institution and validity of average prices (after
converging), much supporting the predicted two-part equilibrium prices for the
two-dimensional demand-side bidding, in particular for the DA1.
The first 18 experiments investigated performance and behavioural
property under high validity patents, first using values without and then with the
robustness test incorporated. The second group of 3 experiments investigated
the performance and behavioural properties under low validity patents, using
only the values for the robustness test.
Initial sessions indicated strategic behaviour: favouring investment and
blocking (3.1), investment (3.2) and blocking (3.3) usages. See figure 3. The
“both” usages appear to the chart’s eye to support precisely the informal theory
of prices.
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14

DA-1

DA-2

PO

DA-1

DA-2

PO

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3+3)

93

38

38

38
(4+3)

(4+3)

(4+3)

(3+3)

(4+3)

93

93

(4+4)

(3+3)

93

100/93*

(4+4)

93

(3+3)

(3+3)

93

100/93*

(4+3)

93

(4+4)

(4+4)

100/93*

100/93*

(3+3)

Type A and B users

100/93*

Validity (%)

Competition

Contract values

(7/12;7/12,4,7/12)

(7/12;7/12,4,7/12)

(7/12;7/12,4,7/12)

(7/12;7/12,3,7/12)

(7/12;7/12,3,7/12)

(4/9/10;4/9/10,4,0/10)

(8;8,4,8/8)

(7/8;7/8,3,7)

(3/4;4,4,0/0)

(-5/7;-5/7,-5,-9/7)

(8/14;8/14,4,8/14)

(7/12;7/12,3,7/12)

(4/9/10;4/9/10,4,0/10)

(3/4;4,4,0/0)

(7/8;7/8,3/4,7/8)

Mid point of high blocking value: **
(ABs; ABq, A, B/B+,-)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 10.0, 12.1/-2.1)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 10.0, 12.1/-2.1)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 10.0, 12.1/-2.1)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 8.3, 12.1/-2.1)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 8.3, 12.1/-2.1)

(25.7/6.7/8.6; 27.5/11.4/12.5, 15.0,37.5/12.5)

(8.3/9.3; 12.1/12.5; 10.0, 12.5)

(13.3/14.3; 17.1/17.5; 13.3, 17.1)

(25.7/27.5, 15.0, 37.5/37.5)

(48.3/8.3; 46.4/1.21, 61.7,57.9 / 12.1)

(9.3/-7.9;12.5/-2.5, 10.0, 12.5/-2.5)

(8.3/-8.3/;12.1/-2.1, 8.3, 12.1/-2.1)

Values

Values5-38

Values5-38

Values5-38

Values5

Values5

Values4

Values2

Values2

Values3

Values7

Values6 +

Values5

Values4

Values3

Values2

Experiments

21.2

21.3

21.1

19.2

18.1

17.2

11.1

10

9.2

22.1

20.2

18.2, 19.1

17.1

9.1, 14p2

6,7,8,16p2

401

12

30

34

20

26

11

24

10

14

38

19

47

25

27

64

Data

pricing on fundamentals. In Exp 6-8 some ABs/q values vary due to rotation among agents with less than 8 on the buyer side, dropping the highest value.

In sessions 17-21 there were two alternating blocking values used (separated by the '/') for the AB and B contracts, creating a "two-commodity" market to study the robustness in the instiutions with respect to

(as in linear programming). The midpoint in the range is here shown for the different markets (contract type ABs,ABq,A,B).

determin allocation efficiency (allocation to the highest value holder). It was also done in this way to be able to calculate the theoretical dynamic maximum of social surplus, to compare institutional performance

The midpoints of the ranges used were different for each innovator, from low to high, to that there would be only one innovator with the highest value. This value set design feature was incorporated in order to

**) The values are given in a range (a,b) to the subjects and a random value is drawn for the realization of the value using a uniform distribution. Other distributions like Poission may be used in future experiments.

*) validity alternated every 5 periods starting with 100%.

+) The blocking value range/midpoint is constant in this treatment (constant risk).

(25.7/27.5, 15.0, 37.5/37.5)

(8.3/9.3; 12.1/12.5; 10.0, 12.5/12.5)

Mid point of high investment value:
r%=f(Vi,Vb)

(25.7/6.7/8.6; 27.5/11.4/12.5, 15.0,37.5/12.5)

p2 indicate practice/training sessions for team 1 and team 2. Two teams were used to compare. No real differences were found.

Patent renewal cost: 0

Cost of capital: 30% for Inventors, 5% for Traders, 10% for Users

Use cost: Variable cost = 60% of sales for experiments 9-17 and 65% for all others

Transaction cost, secondary market: 0 for experiments 2 - 17 and 1 for experiment 18 - 21

Issue cost: Standard contracts 1 and Quality contracts 5 for experiments 2 - 10 and 2 from experiment 11-21.2

Cost structure:

Institution

Design

Institutional and legal environment

TABLE 1. Experiments by Institutional and Legal Environment

Figure 3.1-3.3. Bidding and price dynamics data for DA1 in session 8 and 19.1. The lines indicate
fixed fee and royalty based on informal theory for given blocking and investment values, and the star
is the clearing price.

The prices converged quickly over time towards a sustained pattern, however
royalty prices appeared either to be useful for investing or “overpriced”, to get
the contract, limiting the use to blocking. See figure 4. This convergence was not
initially the case. In each of the pilot tests, there appeared to be at least one
subject who overbid way higher than anyone could earn money on the contract
(for example 900 in stead of 8-9 in fixed fee). This behaviour changed when a
limited capital was endowed to the subjects (40) and a bankruptcy rule: if capital
is depleted due to trading losses you are out of the game! No one went bankrupt
after that and immediately the market worked, converging as indicated16. The
royalty is “noisy”, which appears to indicate not only uncertainty in value but in
use (block/invest). The fixed fee appears similar to many one-part tariff contract
experiments, converging in the first rounds.
Linear Prices

20
0

0

10

5

FixBid

RoyaltyBid

10

30

15

40

Linear Prices

0

10

20

30

0

10

AuctionNo2

20

30

AuctionNo2

By Market, Validity 93%, Instit DA1, Values2, Session 6

By Market: A(green), AB/Bs(blue), AB/Bq(brown), Validity 93%, Instit DA1, Values2, Session 6

Fig. 4.1-4.2. – Price convergence for fixed and royalty for the DA1 mechanism. The solid line (upper) is the
B/quality, the dashed (middle) the B/std and the dotted (lower) the A contract. Horizontal lines indicate induced
value ranges for the highest value and the dashed lines indicate the predicted competitive outcome.

To test the robustness, a random variation in the B contract was introduced (B
and B+). See figure 5. The DA1 mechanism was clearly able to distinguish
between “low” and “high” value patents. However, the other mechanisms were
not, especially PO, which is interestingly most similar to natural markets. The
lack of demand side bidding today in natural markets may therefore
systematically undervalue inventions, shifting profits to “more of the same”
innovations from “more of the new” inventions, creating a systematically
underperforming economic system, given available (patented) technology.
16

The possible reasons for this overbidding behavior are not reported.
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B+

0

0
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5
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B

RoyaltyBid
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Linear Prices

0
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0

AuctionNo

10
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AuctionNo

By Market, Validity 93%, Instit DA1, Values5, Session 18.2

By Market, Validity 93%, Instit DA1, Values5, Session 18.2

Fig. 5.1-5.2. Price convergence for two randomly alternating values for the B market. The upper line is the B+,
the middle the B, and the lower the A contract. Dashed lines indicate predicted competitive outcomes.

A clear separation between the fixed fee and royalty can be seen in each of the
DA1 experiments, including a clear difference in prices for different values. The
separation in fixed fee and royalty appears, by looking at the graphs, to match
the blocking and investment values of the traded contracts. Risk is thus
associated with blocking value and uncertainty with the investment value. This
division of risk and uncertainty in fixed fee (risk transfer) and royalty (risk
sharing) is in support of the informal theory, allowing subjects to make rational
decisions on both risk and uncertainty.
The risk and uncertainty in using the contracted patented technology in
the experimental design are thus resolved in one contract separating in two
negotiable components the risk and uncertainty in fixed fee (risk transfer) and
royalty (risk sharing). In (Arrow, 1962) all risks are in the product/service
innovations (in a single hierarchy) and Arrow-Debreu securities on states of
nature used to hedge risk (not uncertainty). Here one contact allows coordination
of inventive activities providing short term (risky) and long-term (uncertain)
market access prices.

Figure 6.1-6.2 Behavioural properties of institution DA-1(two-part bidding) and DA-2 (fixed fee
reservation value). Prices for the different markets (AB/s,q, A, B) are indicated for highest fixed fee
and royalty price ranges (solid lines) and expected(fixed fee, royalty) prices (dashed lines).
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Comparing DA-1 (sessions 6,7 and 9) and DA-2 (sessions 10, 11.1) we find a clear
difference in trading patterns: The DA1 nicely separates the higher valued B
contract from the lower valued A contract and prices them close to the informal
theoretical price for investment use. See figure 6. When a blocking strategy
appeared to be in use, the royalty increases beyond what is profitable for
investing, but not max values, i.e. the subjects appear to bid just enough to outbid
investing use strategies. In contrast, when a reservation value can be place on the
fixed fee by the inventor or trader seller in DA2, these sellers try to trade-off with
lower royalty, shifting risk to the innovator or trader buyers. This appears to be
consistent with a risk adverse strategy of the seller, cashing in on what is possible
now, however at the expense of less traders entering the market (presumably
due to uncertainty whether they can also trade off and recover the high fixed fee)
reducing the dynamic gains of splitting and future use, blocking or investing by
innovators.
Being comfortable that the market worked (converging, price discovery)
and noting the behavioural differences in the results, a more challenging
robustness test was designed with a random variation of the B contract value,
alternating between B and B+ (higher) and also B and B- (lower). Any formed
common expectation of the B contract value would be challenged by these
random variations and the behavioural properties of the institutions further
tested. See figure 7. Here we see very different behaviour: In DA1 clearly
manages to distinguish the high value from the low, with similar “overpricing” of
royalty when blocking use was intended. The PO institution, which is similar to
today’s natural markets is unable to distinguish between high and low value
tech, and instead prices all contracts about the same, consistently under pricing
all contracts. This “supply side” institution is thus similar to natural markets.
Such markets can be compared with governments investing in high-tech hoping
for competitive edge (Krugman, 1990).
The experimental result indicates that simultaneous demand side bidding
appears necessary to distinguish which technology may be worth investing in
further. The behavioural property of being able to distinguish between hi/lo
value are clearly DA1 > DA2 >> PO.
Investigating the same institutions for behaviour in high and low validity patent
environment, we find that the propensity to block increases dramatically. Also,
the propensity to pay for high value (low validity) patents virtually disappears.
This can be seen as an investment risk that increases. The 38% validity, for each
period’s use, means that there is a low probability that the asset will yield
returns for the three periods, sharply reducing the value of investing. Blocking
still remains an option, as an “insurance” of sales from current technology,
however notably lower for high value B+ in DA1. Royalty prices for investing are
shifted to lower values for all institutions. One subject commented, “I adjust bids
to a level where I make profits”, i.e. to a level where sustained profits can be
made given the lower validity. No high value contracts are invested in. The
general behaviour remains similar with DA1 being able to distinguish between
high and low value contacts. Interestingly DA1 and PO price the invested
contract similarly (blocking and high/low value prices being different). Again, by
looking at the charts, we find DA1 > DA2 > PO in pricing low validity contracts.
As many patents are of low validity – or difficult to enforce – this result may
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reflect natural markets: high propensity to block and under-price technology,
shifting economic incentives away from inventing towards innovating (or
marginal inventions), which is what is observed. The institutions matter
significantly to coordinate use of high value technology (see next section).
Strengthening patents, especially making them more (internationally) tradable,
may shift incentives towards inventing, creating new technology to grow the
economy.
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Figure 7.5 DA2, session 21.3

Figure 7.2 DA2, session 18.1

Figure 7.6 PO, session 21.2

Figure 7.3 PO, session 19.2

Figure 7. Trading patterns for DA1, DA2 and PO with high (7.1-7.3) and low (7.4-7.6) validity contracts and robustness test value set.

Figure 7.4 DA1, session 21.1

Figure 7.1 DA1, sessions 18.2, 19.1

As the trader role is crucial in creating higher use of contracts – and in market
efficiency in general – a comparison between prices of standard AB contracts
(could only be bought by innovators) and quality AB contracts (which could be
bought and split by traders into an A and B contract) is done. A rational trader
would be willing to outbid the highest value innovator for the AB contract, and
then cash in by splitting and selling the A and B contracts, together having an
induced value of about 1.5 x the AB contract. The comparison is based on session
6,7,8,10,11.1 (high validity) and 21.1-3 (low validity).

Figure 8. Trading patterns for DA1, DA2, PO for high (8.1) and low (8.2) validity
split contracts.
Figure 8 shows that the difference in prices (on average) are clear for high
validity where traders bid the highest user value whereas innovators bid the
second highest value (they only have to outbid the second highest innovator). For
low validity, royalty is reduced, blocking is dominant and trade-offs between
fixed fee and royalty are not made in DA2. There is a slightly higher average for
split contracts. The trader bidding behaviour thus closely follows the innovator’s
behaviour. There were no split contracts for in high validity sessions for PO.
In summing up this section the behavioural properties can be illustrated
by linear regressions of prices (line boundaries set by actual prices) and
compared in one graph. In figure 9 we see that there appears to be a convergence
in the trend of prices, as the lines appear to intersect. (Sessions DA1:6,7,8, DA2:
10,11.1, PO: 19.2 for high and sessions DA1:21.1, DA2: 21.3, PO: 21.2 for low
validity.) The predicted values (dashed lines) refer to high validity patents in
both figures.
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Figure 9. Price trends for DA1, DA2 and PO with high (9.1) and low (9.2) validity
patents.
This can be interpreted as the value logic – separation of block and invest values
in fixed fee and royalty – is present in all institutions but the behavioural
properties of each make prices systematically different, with very different
economic performance outcomes (see next section’s discussion). PO under-price
systematically values and does not induce trading, whereas DA2 results in a
trade-off between fixed fee and royalty, inducing buyers to invest but not trade.
DA1 appears to create the clearest separation of risk and uncertainty in prices,
differentiating high/low value technology and highest split/trading propensity,
resulting in highest consumer surplus.
A number of special treatments sessions were carried out but not
reported here, like re-sell, allocation pattern, and boundary condition
experiments with negative values. Subjects were asked to complete a homework
assignment to write instructions to the next subject team to run the experiment.
Top performers included comments like “Don’t be greedy”, “Slow and steady will
get you ready” and “BE PATIENT”, indicating an amount of self-restraint.
The results stress the importance of separation of risk and uncertainty in
prices, demand side bidding in both dimensions of the contract and high validity
patents, for efficient coordination of inventive and innovative activities in a
market with prices. The next section will now discuss the main hypotheses and
empirical result.
5. Pricing and trading dynamics: Hypotheses and empirical results
The study is a dual study of the two-part tariff contract on patents and
institutional mechanisms in an economic environment of uncertain patents,
uncertain values and endogenous bidding, trading and use strategies. In
formulating some hypotheses on the two-part tariff contract prices, I will
distinguish between the predicted prices based on the proposed informal theory
of the price system in the nomothetic experiments–rational expectations
according to Muth (1961), REM–, and the more heuristic study of the message
space, information and outcomes with only sustained trading patterns–rational
expectations according to Nash (1950), REN. This is based on Smith et al. (1988,
p1136-1137) who distinctions between expectations “sustained (or reinforced)
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by outcomes” (REN) or expectations sustained by outcomes that “in turn support
the predictions of some theory” (REM). A first approach studies under which of
the particular institutional mechanisms and legal settings (patent validity)
convergence to the predicted outcome is more likely, i.e. REM prices. A second
approach aims at testing if the differences in price outcome patterns are
significant between the mechanisms/environment, and could be the basis for
further experiments and hypotheses, i.e. REN prices. As a third test, a simple
calculation and comparison of capital allocation in the economic system, is done
as an indication of differences in systemic risk between treatments.
5.1 Are prices consistent with insurance hypothesis?
I begin the analysis with the question of separation of the blocking and
investment values in the fixed fee and royalty components of the contract across all experiments - and whether such prices can be tied to the insurance
hypothesis. The informal theoretical proposition predicts that the willingness to
pay a fixed fee is equal to the blocking value (short term, lower risk market
access that can be transferred) and a royalty for the investment value (long-term,
higher uncertain market access that has to be shared), net the paid fixed fee.
Technically, in the experiment with each subject having different induced
value ranges whose midpoints are increasing, then for rational subjects the
willingness to pay a fixed fee aught to be equal to the second-highest blocking
value plus epsilon and the willingness to pay a royalty also equal to the secondhighest investment value, net the fixed fee already paid, plus epsilon17. The
separation hypothesis is examined using a t-test of the difference between the
predicted values and the observed values is then:

(1a) fix  fix *  0  u, fix *  Vb1
(1b)royalty  royalty *  0  u, royalty *  1  COGS   Vb1  investment  / Vi 1 
where fix and royalty (expressed in percentage) are the clearing prices
and predictions (* superscript), Vb1 is the midpoint of the induced secondhighest blocking value range, Vi 1 the midpoint of the induced second-highest
investment value range, COGS are cost of goods sold (1-COGS is then the “gross
margin”), investment is the periodic investment in the contract (“development”,
“marketing”), and u is the random error term18.
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“The second-highest plus epsilon,” since the induced values are discrete and the highest bidder
only needs to outbid the second-highest bidder with epsilon. This is true if the same agent has both
the highest blocking and investment value. Otherwise, prices will be between the second-highest
and the highest values (not studied here).
18 Simplified predicted values can be calculated from the equations
(1a) NPVblocking = [fix – Vb-1] * Sum(1/(1+d)^t)
(1b) NPVinvesting = [Vi-1 * (1 – COGS – royalty) – (fix + investment)] * Sum(1/(1+d)^t)
where NPVblock/invest are the net present values from blocking and investing over the three
periods. If the NPV from using the contract should be positive or zero (full truth revelation), solving
these for fixed we obtain
(2a) fix = Vb-1 and
(2b) fix = [Vi-1 * (1 – COGS) – investment] – Vi-1 * royalty
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Predictions are accurate in both price components if the calculated
differences in (1a) and (1b) are both 0. The null hypotheses under rational
expectations (according to Muth) then imply that (1a) and (1b) cannot be
rejected. Table 2 lists the means tests of (1a) and (1b) with t-values by
institution, legal environment, and markets.
Table 2. T-test of means for different contract markets over institutions and validity.
Legal environment
Econ.env.
Vb-1
93/100
A
3

Inv.
Blk.
Tot

B-

-7

Inv

f-f*
1,9
5,56
1,1
2,47
1,6
5,58
11,5
21,39

***
***
***
***

DA1
r-r*
-7,9 ***
-4,80
2,9
0,87
-3,1
-1,65
-52,7 ***
-11,83

Blk
Tot
B1

6

Inv
Blk
Tot

B2

7

Inv
Blk
Tot

B+

10

Inv
Blk
Tot

B++

12

Tot
38

A

B1

3

6

Inv
Blk
Tot

36,0
5,50
36,0
5,50

***

17
***

21

***

46
7

***

22

***

29

***

5

***

13

***

18

4,6
3,29
8
1,33
4,9
3,63
4,3
6,64
-1

***

***
***

4
***
5,75
2,5
1
-3
***
-2,64
-1,8
-1,42

0,5
-0,48
-0,25
-0,33
-0,4
-0,63

1,4
0,55
5,7
2,32
3,5
1,93

-4,3 ***
-11,1
-4,3 ***
-11,1

18,5
11,5
18,5
11,5

0,33
0,5
0,67
1
0,5
1,17

-2,22
-0,72
0,11
0,125
-1,1
-0,69

N

-2,3
-0,77
-9,2 ***
-3,7
-3,4
-1,28
-9,3 ***
-6,8
2,9
-8,6
-5,75
7,4
4,4
29
6,2
24,3
5,02

11
2
13

4
***

4
8

15
1

***

16

***

2

***

7

***

9

None
***

11

***

11

None
-2,4
-6
-2,4
-6

***
***

***

5
5

0

None

0

7

1,7
5
1,5
5,7
1,5
7,1

0,57
1,33
-0,5
-1,63
-0,06
-0,21

-4,7
-2,24
0,3
0,12
-1,8
-1,00

***

10
17

Inv

104
170
274

PO
r-r*

17

None

Tot
A,B,B+

***

Tot

Blk

All

-52,7
-11,83
-0,4
-0,37
8,6
5,41
5,3
4,17
-0,8
-0,56
12,5
4,25
9,3
3,74
9,5
4,53
20,9
5,90
17,7
6,20

Blk

Inv

f-f*

17

None

Tot
10

41

Inv

Blk

B+
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Institutional environment
DA2
f-f*
r-r*
N
6,9 ***
-4,9
7
5,35
-1,5
5,6 ***
-2
5
3,73
0,31
6,3 ***
-3,7
12
6,68
-1,17

None
11,5 ***
21,39
0,35
1,03
-0,03
-0,13
0,1
0,53
0,57
1,18
0,4
1,48
0,45
1,9
-1,4
-1,25
-2,3 **
-2,64
-2
***
-2,97

Inv
Blk

N
23

None

***
***
***

4,2
0,33
4,2
0,33
-8,6
-5,5
22,4
5,04
16,2
3,34

2
2
***

3

***

12

***

None
-1,5 ***
4,16
-1,5 ***
-4,16

21,8
8,34
21,8
8,34

***

13

***

13

15

3
3
6

None
-2,3 ***
-12,5
-2,3 ***
-12,5

36 ***
10,02
36 ***
10,02

59
105
164
36%

15
15
38
42
80
48%

None
-3,8 ***
-7,75
-3,8 ***
-7,75

16,4
9,4
16,4
9,4

***

5

***

5
7
23
30
23%

f = fix bid, f* = predicted fix bid
r = royalty bid, r* = predicted royalty bid
B markets = ABs,ABq, and B contracts, i.e. split and non-split are included in the statistic.
Yellow markings are for robustiness test markets where B/B+ are randomly altered.
© E. Ullberg, 2006-2009

This solution assumes that the Vi an Vb are constant over all three periods. In most cases Vb was
constant but Vi was increasing. A solution taking discount rates into account was used for the
actual experimental comparisons. In the demand-side competition (a Bertrand type of
competition) prices would be defined at the intersection of these two lines. Substituting (2a) in
(2b) we then get the following two means tests:
(3a) fix – Vb-1 = 0 + u and
(3b) royalty – [(1 – COGS) – (Vb-1 + investment)/Vi-1] = 0 + u, where u is the random error term.
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These results indicate a clear support for the predictions for the fixed price
for the B1/B2 markets under the DA1 mechanisms when users make investment
decisions. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected with any standard significance
level for these markets. When blocking decisions are made, then the results hold
for blocking, but the royalty is “overpriced” and the null rejected at the 99.9%
level in all cases. However this “epsilon” is only overpriced – out-pricing any
competition for investment use – which can be seen as indicating strategic
interest of the buyer to block, not caring about possible future profits from
investing/trading (no-one can make a profit at those levels). These results hold
for both high and low validity of patents. They do not hold for low value (“over
pricing” A) and high value (“under pricing” B+) contracts. Explanations of these
deviations can be (i) that trade-offs takes place between fixed fee and royalty
(lower fixed and higher royalty for A and vice versa for B+) suggesting a
willingness to take on more risk for lower values and less for high values19; (ii)
or traders are maximizing profits on the A+B contracts. The PO mechanism
appears to have similar behavioural properties as DA1 on B1 markets, however
with 0 split contacts and unable to distinguish between high/low values. For the
DA2 mechanism the tendency is to “overpay” in fixed fee but with a lower
royalty, making prices consistent with a systematic trade-off for lower royalty (a
behavioural characteristic). Clearly there is a systematic tendency for separation
of blocking values into fixed fee and investment values into royalty, net the paid
fixed fee and in the case of DA1 also for high and low values.
These results give support to the informal theory that a fixed fee aught to be
paid for the blocking value. Pricing of the blocking value can be observed to be
formally similar to insurance. One can conclude that such risk aught to be deemed
insurable. Patents are therefore not all about “entrepreneurial risk” (as insurance
companies like to call them) but the blocking value appears to be insurable. This
is a major conclusion and discussions with insurance companies may be
renewed based on the two-part contract20.
Pricing of the investment value is clearly understood as risk sharing when
investing, pricing the investment value in the royalty (based on an NPV
calculation). This uncertainty is not insurable but can be shared. On the other
hand, the (competitive) patented technology traded can be seen as insurance of
long-term market access. In the two-part tariff contract, that uncertainty is more
or less completely priced in the risk sharing royalty.
In low validity cases, and DA1 the royalty is reduced for B1 contracts, no A
contracts are sold (no price agreed) and for B+ contracts all are used for
blocking. The reduction appears to correspond to the increase risk of loss of the
asset.
5.2 Are performance and behavioural properties different between institutions?

19

Compare (Coase, 1946) and his calculations of risk taking in lottery, where low wealth
individuals underpay but high wealth individuals pay the rational average outcome, indicating
that capital endowment levels may be important for high value technology. See conclusions for
elaboration on this.
20 Discussions about insuring patents as assets (their validity), have been made in Europe by a
European commissioner from the UK under Thatcher. However these discussions did not result
in any interest from insurers.
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The next question is whether there are systematic differences in performance
and behavioural properties, and how these differences can be characterized. We
saw in the previous section that prices differ significantly between mechanisms
and legal environments. To explain the (endogenous) performance dynamics of
the system, we need to capture some of the characteristics motivating the
institutional behaviour.
5.2.1 Behavioural properties of the institutions
If we look at the propensity to block/invest/trade and also the propensity to
invest in a tradable contract (allowing traders to split the contract), the
propensity to split (traders are willing to enter the market, win the contract and
sell the two split A and B contracts) we can identify sources of dynamic gains
(where contracted technology is used broader in the economic system). Table 3
summarizes the sequence of the experimental flow and observed propensity, in
these steps, leading to a higher or lower dynamic outcomes.
Table 3 . Propensity to split, invest, block and re-trade for different validity, institutions
Validity/Institution
Contract
Primary maket trades
Inventors invest in quality contracts (AB)
Traders buy and split contracts (A+B)
Total split contracts over all contracts

DA1
54%
28%
15%

93
DA2
50%
10%
5%

Contract use
Invest use of split quality contracts
Block use of split quality contracts
N

59%
41%
46

61%
39%
20

-

Split x I nvest

16%

6%

-

Invest use of standard (non-split) contacts
Block use of standard (non-split) contacts
N

22%
78%
21

63%
37%
10

6%

10%

Secondary market trades (successful)

DA1
58%
26%
15%

38
DA2
55%
18%
10%

30%
70%
26

11%
89%
29

-

8%

2%

-

11%
89%
12

39%
61%
11

15%
85%
13

26%
74%
9

0%

6%

0%

0%

PO
37%
0%
0%

19

PO
18%
0%
0%

11

© E. Ullberg, 2006-2009

Propensity to invest in quality contracts and winning and splitting contracts by
traders is clearly in the order of: DA1>DA2>>PO. PO does not price high and low
value contracts robustly nor have no propensity to split. This mechanism, which
is closest to the sequential bidding in natural markets, clearly cannot deliver high
dynamic gains. If we are interested in that technology is used widely in the
economic system we have to look for the simultaneous bidding mechanisms. In
DA2 the propensity to invest is 75% (the high fixed fee systematically traded off
for lower royalty, making any blocking use unprofitable), however only 12% of
contracts are split in high validity and xx% in low validity. In DA1, where the
demand side language allows agents to express preferred use, investments are
34% overall but with the highest split rate of 31%, delivering a highly dynamic
behaviour, using the trader and dual industry demand to the fullest. The socially
preferable outcome (split x invest is high) thus gives DA1 11% > DA2 9% >> PO
0%. Secondary market (re-trades) indicates that, over all, about 9% (N=33) of
contracts are reallocated during the three periods in high validity and 2% (N=2)
in low validity environments. This is a rather important number as re-allocation
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(and investment in innovations) takes valuable patent time. A low re-trade
would indicate “optimum” allocation in the initial, primary market.
Demand side bidding in two-parts (DA1) clearly results in both increased
incentives by inventors to invest in quality contracts (anticipating higher fixed
fee and royalty) and considerably higher propensity to split (increasing the use
of the contracted technology). The next section will attempt to calculate such
efficiency and to compare institutional performance (their respective
contribution to overall dynamic efficiency).
5.2.2 Performance measure of the institutions
As efficiency is a static equilibrium concept and this equilibrium (theoretical or
sustained) is a dynamic one, the optimal end state path is used to calculate total
realized earnings21. The experimental value sets were arranged in such a way
that there would be only one such optimal end state, which is the end state used
in these calculations. The realized maximum surplus (when quality contracts are
split and invested/blocked, which ever is most profitable given the induced value
sets, by the highest value A and B users) is divided by the (sustained) realized
outcomes in each experimental treatment. Table 4 summarizes the dynamic
efficiency calculations.
Table 4. Instiutional comparison with respect to dynamic efficiency
Market
Legal and Instit Env.
93/100
No-split

38

Institution
DA1
26%

N
59

DA2
37%

N
30

PO
19%

N
14

Split

40%

13

31%

6

0%

0

Total

28%

72

36%

36

19%

14

No-split

19%

16

16%

13

18%

7

Split

16%

2

29%

3

0%

0

Total

19%

18

18%

16

18%

7

Making patents more tradable has the promise of doubling the performance from
19% (PO) to 40% (DA1). Importantly, this does not take place though incentives
to invest only (cmp. “compulsory licensing policy”) but essentially through the
dynamic process of splitting (trading) and allocating to more industries, where
invest or blocking takes place, thus treating the patent as a tradable asset, not a
monopoly on innovations. Contracts also appear to need to separate risk and
uncertainty in the same contract (sequential bidding won’t do) in order to
achieve a dynamically efficient allocation of risk and uncertainty in the economic
system.
This view of the patent system a as a trade system is the principal
motivation of the reported experiment. I therefore contend that a patent policy
of increased international tradability of contracts on patents would be most
useful in promoting creativity, invention and innovation across nations. The next
21

Vernon Smith and Steve Rassenti gave, independently, input on efficiency measures for the
dynamic system. Essentially the optimal end state path, as in dynamic programming, has to be
used.
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section will deal with the question of significance in the trading patterns of the
different institutions.
5.2.3 Do trading patterns differ significantly between institutions?
A long-standing theory in economics is that independent of institutional
arrangement, prices aught to converge to common expectations of value.
Experiments have shown that this convergence does take place over time but
may differ greatly between institutional arrangements. In patents, time is
literally money (licensing revenues are only paid during patent life) and the
speed of convergence is of outmost economic importance (in contrary, land, for
example, can be used and re-used exclusively “for ever”). The experiments here
indicate persistence in pricing different from a common expectations theory
(except possibly for DA1). To test the null hypothesis that the institutions are
similar (which is thus based on sustained trading patterns), 9 “pricing zones” are
defined for the two-part tariff by combining fixed fee and royalty ranges below
and above the informal theoretical prices. Each area gets a number (1 to 9) and
the number of contract prices that end up in each zone are counted, turning the
two-dimensional distribution of prices into a one-dimensional distribution of
prices (pricing zones 1-9). See figure 10.
fix

1
4

2

3
5

7

6
9

8

royalty

Figure 10. Pricing zones for institutional comparison, 5 being the REM outcome.
These distributions, for each of the 6 treatments are then compared using a Chi-2
test with pairwise comparisons. Table 5 summarizes the test results for the B
and B+ markets (the robustness test).
Table 5. Instiutional comparison with respect to prices
Robustness: B1/B+ market
Legal and Instit Env.
93/100
DA1
DA2

38

Price zone (frequency count)
1
2
3
4
5
6
2
8
34 27
6

5

7
5

8
4

9
4

5

6

2

PO

1

4

1

4

8

1

DA1

5

2

4

3

1

8

DA2

2

2

10

1

14

PO

1

5

27

4

2

3

N Chi2 statistic
t-test mean
84
5,6
0,001 ***
4,6
28
0,002 ***
4,5
0,006 ***
-1,3
19
6,9
5,7
23
6,7
0,161
4,2
29
0,011 ***
7,3
0,000 ***
6,9
11
6,0
2,4

The Chi2 test statistic confirms that trading patterns are significant between all
institutions in the robustness test data, except DA1/DA2 under low validity
(where blocking use dominate). I conclude that the trading patterns do not
converge but exhibit sustained patterns. The trade-off induced when sellers can
ask a reservation price for the fixed fee as in DA2 - consistent with risk-averse
behaviour - is probably difficult to change, suggesting that the differences may be
persistent, and that standard economic price theory does not apply for the twopart contract. Similarly, a sequential process of price discovery by supply side
offering similar to PO, may be far too complex to be solved, making “one low
price” for high and low tech the risk adverse option. Only when demand side
competition language is allowed do prices converge to the (informal) theory.
I therefore contend that it is “impossible” to price the patent (dynamically)
efficiently in a sequential order or with one-price contracts, as appears to be
inherent in the Arrow-Debreu security solution based on states-of-nature
(Arrow, 1962, 1952).
It is also difficult to see how strategy against humans – whose ideas, and
their value we simply cannot predict without doing repeated experiments in the
product and service markets – can be equated with strategies against nature,
who’s laws we hold for stable and can be observed (Aumann, 2004). Patents on
the contrary – technical solutions based on our understanding of and use of
nature’s forces for the betterment of mankind – have never existed before being
invented by man. Thus prices base on states-of-nature appears less useful, or
may even lead to incorrect results, when analysing markets based on state-ofthe-art (as patents). My contention is therefore that markets in patents require
simultaneous competitive bidding to arrive at (dynamic) efficient prices and that
such prices aught to be based on a contract similar to the two-part tariff to
simultaneously and properly resolve both risk and uncertainty in the value of
patented technology.
5.3. Allocation of capital and systemic risk in the dynamic system
As a third test, a simple calculation and comparison of capital allocation in the
economic system is done as an indication of possible differences in systemic risk
between the treatments.
The cost of capital in the system, calculated as the average of inventor (30%),
trader (5%) and user (10%) cost of capital22, is compared between the institutions
based on the propensity to split contracts, thus resulting in a broader sharing
(distribution) of the risk/uncertainty in the product/service market. A calculation
based on the observed trading patterns gives: 18% for DA1 (28% split contracts),
19% for DA2 (10% split) and 20% for PO (no splits) for high validity. As an
indication of possible dynamic gains from trade, using PO as a benchmark for
today’s personal exchange, the DA1 institution would reduce the systemic
financial risk by 9% (2 percentage points) and the DA2 by 3% (1 percentage point)
under the conditions of the experimental environment.

22

The cost of capital selected for these agents are typical for these activities, and are the same
ones used in the experiment to calculate the NPV of each bid/ask to help the subjects with these
calculations.
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The calculated results indicate a rationale for (i) more (internationally)
tradable patents and (ii) institutional and taxation incentives to re-allocate
funding toward inventions traded in a market in favour of investing in
innovations (a shift from innovation to invention). Here product and service
portfolio discussions may be useful as well, however they may be more
connected in a value creating system, due to common technology (Ullberg et al.,
2002) than seen as entities with uncorrelated cash flows (as in financial portfolio
analysis). This is no mere transaction cost reduction (which must be part of it)
but a reduction of risk through a market mechanism, sharing risk and
uncertainty over a larger number of products and service markets.
6. Summary: What have we learned
Conclusions are summarized under headings:
6.1 General conclusions regarding contract prices for the two-part tariff
1. A general tendency in pricing of the two-part tariff contract (fixed fee plus
royalty) on patented technology is that the willingness to pay a fixed fee tends to
be “close” to the blocking value (low risk) and the royalty, net fixed fee, “close” to
the investment value (high risk). These prices are in line with the proposed
informal theory, that a blocking value can be said to equal (short term market
access) insurance, for which a fixed fee aught to be paid (as a probability
distribution can be estimated). The royalty price follows an NPV-calculation,
given production costs and risks (expressed through cost of capital). In the
treatment with demand side bidding in both dimensions (DA1) and contracts are
invested in, prices converge to REM prices (the REM hypothesis cannot be
rejected under typical levels of significance). For the other mechanisms (DA2,
PO) prices converge to REN prices (are sustained but not supported by some
theory) having a different split between fixed fee and royalty.
2. The contract appears thus to separate risk and uncertainty and (most clearly
in the case of DA1) price them individually, making the two patent values
(blocking, investing) priced in one contract through a risk transfer and risk
sharing mechanism. Consequently, the contract appears to coordinate both
blocking and investment use between inventive and innovative activities in a
single market with prices.
3. Inventors invest in quality contracts (needed to include the intermediary
traders) in about 50% of the time for demand side bidding institutions
(DA1/DA2) and 40% for supply-side offers (PO). However, traders successfully
buy them in about 28% of cases for DA1, but only 10% for DA2 and 0% for PO.
This may be attributed to the separation of “risk” and “uncertainty” in making
independent subsequent rational decisions on investing or blocking.
Consequently, a price system using a two-part tariff appears to need supply and
demand side bidding in both dimensions in order to give subjects the possibility
to make rational use-decisions based on price and result in dynamic trading.
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In summary: To price patented technology you need to separate prices for blocking
and investment values (risk and uncertainty). With two-dim demand side bidding,
outcomes converge to REM prices. Comparing with reservation value on fixe fee
and supply-side asking, efficiency doubles from these REN prices.
6.2 Behavioural properties of markets in patents
1. The dynamics of the behaviour can be characterized in propensity to: (i) invest
in tradable contracts, (ii) engage in trading/splitting, (iii) blocking, (iv) investing,
(v) re-trading, and (vi) allocation efficiency. In all these characteristics DA1
performs more socially preferable (technology is spread broader and invested
in), than DA2 and PO. The separation of blocking and investing values in the fixed
and royalty prices appears to create prices that are “efficient enough” to involve
both the traders and the users in socially preferable outcomes. Consequently, it
appears that the simultaneous and two-dimensional demand side bidding is
critical for a highly dynamic outcome, challenging the sequential allocation of
risk in separate “risk markets” (coordinating uncertainty in a hierarchy) (Arrow,
1962). Next points give a summary of each institution and environment.
2. The DA1 institution converges to REM equilibrium outcomes for investment
use. When blocking, the fixed fee converges, whereas the royalty is “over priced”.
The prices distinguish clearly between high and low value technology (are
robust), but these boundary conditions show a significant trade-off for high
values (lower fixed fee and higher royalty) and low values (higher fixed fee and
lower royalty), indicating “non-linearity” when approaching very low and very
high blocking values, consistent with risk averse and risk taking behaviour
respectively. However, overpricing when blocking is rational if a blocking
strategy is considered, overbidding enough to exclude subjects with investment
strategies and win the contract on fixed fee. This behaviour is similar for low
validity, but with “adjusted” royalty prices for higher risk of loss of assets. The
institutional behaviour gives reason to conclude that demand side bidding
language in both dimensions give rise to dynamic gains from exchange.
3. The DA2 institution converges to a sustained REN equilibrium for investment
with a persistent trade-off in favour of a higher fixed fee. This behaviour is
consistent with a risk-averse behaviour. However, the presumption to trade and
differentiate between high and low value technology is lower (10%) than for
DA1, resulting in less dynamic gains (spread of technology in economic system).
For low validity patents, the propensity to invest practically goes away (due to
bias towards investing?).
4. The PO institution converges to a sustained equilibrium in a REN sense, but
does not distinguish between high and low value technology (is not robust). The
prices for low value also tend to be below expected outcomes. The contracts
therefore appear to be systematically under-priced with respect to value. Traders
don’t enter the market at all in this institution. Consequently, dynamic gains
based on splitting contracts are not realized. This institution is the most similar
to today’s more sequential approach in observed patent markets. For low
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validity patents, prices appear to adjust downwards for the higher risk, just as
for DA1, DA2.
5. When testing for “robustness” of pricing contracts of high and low value
technology, the difference become even starker. DA1 distinguishes well and
prices are “close” to REM; DA2 also distinguishes between the values but only
under high validity; PO cannot distinguish at all between the values and all
technology is priced at a price reflecting the lower value. Consequently, the price
system appears to need demand-side bidding here as well, to be robust.
6. Prices are thus sustained but show significantly different trading patterns,
viewed as motivated by institutional incentives: DA1 does not trade off
voluntarily for higher or lower fixed fee leaving both invest and block options to
buyers; DA2 trade off a higher fixed fee for a lower royalty when the possibility is
given, reducing buyers options to investment; and PO under-prices, possibly
because buyers cannot express their willingness to pay explicitly, but leaves both
options to buyers. A pairwise Chi-2 test reveals that all institutions sustain
distinct patterns except DA1 and DA2 for low validity patents. Consequently,
prices do not generally appear to converge between the mechanisms to a
common equilibrium outcome, but the behavioural properties are sustained for
nearly all treatments.
7. The observed trading patterns can be seen as corresponding to a risk averse
behaviour.
6.3 Performance of markets in patents
1. Coordination of inventive and innovative activities with the two-part prices
yield 100% more social surplus - measured by value from investing in
innovations in the economic system using the traded technology – when demand
side bidding is permitted in both dimension (DA1) compared to none (PO). When
high validity patents are used, performance also doubles, compared to low
validity patents. Consequently, tradability both of the asset and the institutional
behaviour (to distinguish between contract values) appears to be needed for
dynamic gain. The policy implications are there for not only “more patent
enforcement”, but mechanisms that increases tradability of such contracts. Such
policy will require in depth studies of contracts and systemic risk (as risks are
transferred in the fixed fee).
2. The results contribute to the understanding of the patent system as a trade
system based on the patent as a tradable asset, enabling a shift in coordination
from hierarchy (invention and innovation in same entity) to coordination
through exchange in a market with prices (with gains from specialization, and
growth in market demanded technology, and economic growth). The approach
permits a dynamic analysis of the economic organizational as it shifts from
personal to impersonal exchange in ideas over the centuries.
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6.3 Systemic risk
1. A calculation of systemic risk reveals that the cost of capital is reduced by 9%
for DA1 and 3% for DA2 compared to PO.
6.4 The “beauty of capital”
1. In order to not impose rationality on subjects overbidding, i.e. bidding higher
than one’s induced values, was permitted in the markets. Initial experiments
resulted in wild overbidding (900 for induced values of 8) by at least one subject
in every session. Such behaviour did not appear to change with experience or
repeated instructions. A capital endowment and a “bankruptcy rule” was
introduced, to the effect that if accumulated trading losses depleted the capital,
the subject “went bankrupt”, had to leave the experiment and forego any
remuneration. Immediately after introducing the rule the market prices
converged.
2. This led to the idea of a new kind of company, the “creative firm”, where a
relatively high minimum capital should be demanded in exchange of tax-free
profits. This has similarities to Bernoulli (1738) that high equity persons price
risk more rationally, whereas low equity persons show risk averse behaviour.
Studying both these questions of capital and institutions to shift incentives
towards investment in inventions are suggested.
6.5 International patent policy - north-south implications
1. Based on realized gains in the experiment, a policy proposal would reasonably
be an international patent policy focusing on internationally tradable rights. This
is not the same as harmonization of patent systems (the asset side) but dual
policy of contract tradability and higher education agendas (to learn from extant
technology). If such a trade-based policy would prove practical, it would indeed
have North-South implications, replacing failed “tech transfer” policy.
6.6 Further research ideas
1. Further research would be useful in signalling between demand side and
supply side of which technology areas are most in demand (given innovator’s
preferences).
2. A study of trust in each others actions between trading partners would be
important in further understanding suitable contractual arrangements.
3. Systemic abuse – intermediary firms who “threaten” inventors with high
enforcement costs – would also be an important area to study, given that many
start-up firms have limited resources to defend their granted rights.
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